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11/9 (a mirror of 9/11)

FRAUD REVEALED: (a fraud revealed is Null and Void)
WESTLAND, MICHIGAN City Logo and Slogan – HIDDEN OCCULT SYMBOLISM
EXPOSED, AND HOW IT COMPLETELY PROMOTES SLAVERY, OPPRESSION,
RACISM, FASCISM, LEGAL DEATH CULT WORSHIP, etc. #legalnamefraud #bccrss
**This is not my opinion, this is fact based on common sense logic, looking at the
facts for what they are. Observe and you will see the TRUTH**

There’s so much symbolism going on here. I won’t be able to even begin to cover all of the
synchronicities and proofs. Just remember, the kingdom of heaven is within you, quite LITERALLY. I’m
only going to briefly point out the hypocrisy/hypo-crazy of this false narrative that everyone’s falllowing. HIS-Story? History/Hissss-Story has been tainted. Go within. Seek TRUTH. It’ll set you free, that
I PROMISE.
Don’t get me wrong now, you can dis-spell this demonic sorcery garbage too. The phonics code is easily
exposed, especially if you take the time to grasp it and bust some wordSPELLS apart.
https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/phoenician-spells-by-kate-of-gaia.pdf
https://kateofgaia.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/phoenician-starter-kit-by-kate-of-gaia.pdf
Where to start? What elements do we have here?
There’s the SLOGAN (slow/S-low-gain/gan/gayn) “WESTLAND, An All AMERICAN City” (COMPLETE LIE)
American = A Mere Icon / A Mari Cain (Maritime Admiralty Law/Cain) LEGAL NAME DEATH TRAP. This
is why the Eagle/Phoenix/Phenex/Jesus etc. (effigy/idol/relic/icon/false prophets/legal
name/material worship/coveting) is on top of the Anchor (Ankh-Whore), Egyptian Slavery Death
Worship mixed with Babylonian Commerce Mark of the Beast Death Worship, it’s all the same. Same
SHIT different DAY.
SHIT = SHETTY (LEGAL NAME/FICTIONAL CHARACTER/ZOMBIE/PERSONA/ALL OF CONSCIOUSNESS
TEMPORARILY TRAPPED IN A MEAT SUIT BAWDY/BODY
BO-DIE = Christ Consciousness (B/13/4/Heart/etc.) – into Creation (O/16/2016/9/7/88/Jesus/etc.) –
via DUALITY/DIE/DI/De. Or die/de, which can mean OF. OF/UV ultraviolet Christ consciousness into
creation via duality/material world frequency. Silent S/BODIES – serpent seed/snake around the
pole/trapped in time/hyaloid canal/one way out, narrow gate, etc.
Body of the Anti Christ/Legal Demon possession.
bawdy (adj.)
late 14c., "soiled, dirty, filthy," from bawd + -y (2). Meaning "lewd" is from 1510s,
from notion of "pertaining to or befitting a bawd;" usually of language (originally to
talk bawdy).
Bawdy Basket, the twenty-third rank of canters, who carry pins, tape, ballads and
obscene books to sell. [Grose, "Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue," 1785]
Related: Bawdily; bawdiness.
First of all, let me start off by saying that it is impossible for a full on city in “Amurrka” to claim to be
American. Hear me out. It is actually ILLEGAL to claim ownership of LEGAL NAMES.
Google the #legalnamefraud or go to some websites like www.losethename.com or
www.kateofgaia.wordpress.com and you can begin to understand the AB-SOUL-OOT TRUTH of it all.

Also, a couple sites to gather info in case you’re suffering from FIRST EYE ATROPHE Re-Dick-U-Law-Shun
(F.E.A.R.) A couple of highly recommended youtube channels for some more TRUTHS and connections.
Bill Donahue: www.hiddenmeanings.com , https://www.youtube.com/user/bdona4556
Enterthe5t4rz: https://www.youtube.com/user/Enterthe5t4rz
(after viewing Enterthe5t4rz info on the Convex Lens Eye Earth Hyaloid Canal Model, look at the WESTLAND logo in this light as
well as what I’ll be revealing below. And at the end, maybe I’ll expand on this a bit further.)

Rodin Coil Vortex Based Math really helps solidify all of this stuff too, along with the 432 harmonics
(Marko Rodin/Randy Powell/Jamie Buturff). All of this stuff lines up perfectly, and so much more… The
W is the shape of the material world/infinite symbol/8/the natural way electricity flows. The SIX
numbers (124875) – (369 works in the background and represents the ether/magnetics/unseen
forces/infinite energy source/etc.) There’s a great Japanese Cartoon Series that shows allegories relating
to our reality, called “DIMENSION W”, involving the enslavement of humanity via COILS. Funny, there’s
that “W” again.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dimension_W

The eagle atop the
W/Anchor.

The blue lines look like an
outline of the letter W.
This is the natural flow of
electricity.

Every “AmeriKKKan” using/claiming to be a LEGAL NAME is infact, a U.S. Citizen. All 50 “States” have a
“State Of” or better yet think of all the states like Corporations (because they are). Only but they are
SUB Corporations for a bigger Corporation called the U.S. CORPORATION. Washington D.C. is part of the
Triple Crown (Vatican/London/DC). The US Corpseration is a SUB Corporation for an even bigger piece
of skum called the CROWN CORPSE-RATION (controllers of the rations in which they feed the dead
corpse legal name cling-on’s). Look it up. It’s been proven. When it clicks, you’ll KNOW it. Westland is
NOT an All AMERICAN City. WESTLAND is an All U.S. CITIZEN City, then it would read more true.
There’s the bullshit FALSE FLAG in the background, for all of you VEXILLOPHILES out there. Look it up.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vexillology
The worship of flags. Vexillophile: Vex/Hex-Ill/Sick-O/6-Phi/AntiChrist-Ell/Lucifer
Next, we have the SEAL. The Circle, the Loop, The Serpent eating its own tail. The Time Trap, the
Prison/Prism, locked in time/Saturn/Satan/Chrono/Kronos. Legal name reality of dead fictions/Material
World of Serpent Seed Duality.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ouroboros
On the border of the seal it says “CITY OF WESTLAND MICHIGAN OFFICAL SEAL”.
C.ity O.f W.estland – M.ichigan O.fficial S.eal = COW MOO’S, (it’s a mirror)
COWMOC /COMWOC pos.+(C-Ohm-OO-AK, infinite sea of creational spirit of the most high), neg. (Cow Mock, to mock creation) – (Comb-Ak, to condition the spirit)
SOWMOS/SOMSOW pos. +(Sum/I AM – Sew/True Seed), neg.-(Sow/Sew Mose/Moses)
Also there are LAUREL LEAVES on both sides. (24 on both sides = 48) (4 x 8 = 32 = FIVE) (32 = W)
24 is also 42 backwards. And we all know what 42 means. The answer to the UNIVERSE.
4 mirrors 2 reflections/4:20/42 degrees to view a rainbow, etc.
48 = 4(40 gestation/40 days/40 nights/etc.) and 8(88,Jesus,Christ Child, Birth, etc.)
Ancient Egyptian 48 Laws of Power
(Egyptian Slave Masters) Egypt = E(consciousness0-jipped(ripped off)

rest on your laurels
to be so satisfied with your achievements that you make no effort to improve Even though you did well on
all yourexams, you can't simply rest on your laurels.
Etymology: based on the literal meaning of laurels (a ring of leaves worn on the head in ancient times as
a symbol of victory)

So it represents all of the US Citizen SLAVE/CHATTEL being lazy and lethargic with their existence
instead of searching for the TRUTH.

Mulct Chattel = Milked Cattle - (The elites/D-elites/deletes[consciousness “lite”] worship the 40 foot
statue/idol Moloch the Owl at Bohemian Grove, look it up) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moloch
mulct (v.)
late 15c., "to punish by a fine," from Middle French mulcter "to fine, punish" (15c.),
from Latin mulctare, altered (Barnhart calls it "false archaism")
frommultare "punish, to fine," from multa "penalty, fine," perhaps from Oscan or
Samnite [Klein]. Sense of "defraud" is first recorded 1748. Related: Mulcted;mulcting
chattel (n.)
early 13c., chatel "property, goods," from Old French chatel "chattels, goods,
wealth, possessions, property; profit; cattle," from Late
Latin capitale"property" (see cattle, which is the Old North French form of the same
word). Application to slaves (1640s) is a rhetorical figure of abolitionists, etc.
All CAPS property / Legal Name (upPEr or lOweR cAsE DOESN’T MATTER, DON’T BE DECEIVED)
Next we have the year established as a a DEAD/DEED LEGAL NAME FICTION called WESTLAND.
WasteLand was birthed into legal demon reality in the fictional year of 1966(666 carbon inked beast).
Just flip the 9 and you can see the 666. The 1 in front representing the dark force that wants to be GOD,
this force seeks to playedyoureyes the truth and wants to be god on earth. LOL, ain’t gonna happen.
Evil CAN and MUST DESTROY itself, by definition. There’s no getting around it. SIDE with EVIL and you
CIDE with EVIL. That’s everyone’s individual decision to commit JEW-is-Cide/Suis-Cide/Suicide via Legal
Name Agreements. LOSE THE NAME, WIN THE GAME!
1966(666) is the 966th(666) year of the 2nd Millenium (2nd coming of Christ/AntiChrist). West represents
the Left Brain/ CAIN/ego.

Also, this year (2016) MARKS(legal name marks of the beast, cyst-stem) Westland’s WEST (left brain
Piscean duality consciousness) LANDS (light and dark serpent seeds), 50th Anniversary. There’s the 50,
the 5, phi/Venus, (honeycomb matrix, 666 carbon, Saturn Hex Cubed Material World of
Matter/Mother/Earth/Material Creation Field) The Golden Age V (WESTLAND’s LOGO is represented in
all GOLD also hinting to the golden age), 5th Age, Age of Aquarius (Saturn rules – w/ Leo as Polar
Opposite) Leo representing Jesus/JeSuis Christ Consciousness (Yellow). There are 50 states of dead
fiction in the US Corpseration. And the number 5 is represented in the TAROT deck as generally
negative cards when taken on face value (Fasce-Veil-You).

http://www.keen.com/articles/tarot/number-5-cards-of-the-tarot
“Fives are ruled by the Hierophant. This is the Tarot card of the ultimate authority on earth “
“The Devil is numbered fifteen and carries the opposite of the Hierophant. The power you have
is not a divine self-control but rather an unleashed energy that is difficult to harness. The
Devil has a potency to bring much gain, but is a card of unintended consequences that could
leave you powerless or in the service of a brutal, unforgiving master, be it drugs or a
manipulative lover.”
Five of Swords = Defeat
Five of Wands = Strife
Five of Cups = Debauch
Five of Disks = Worry
This year was the Super Bowl’s 50th and there was a ton of Death Cult symbolism. Look it up. Also, the
football represents the eye/earth we live on/material world/ and also represents their false version of
the all seeing eye. Luciferian Legal Name Death Worship.
http://revelationnow.net/2016/02/03/the-occult-prediction-for-super-bowl-50/
They mock Jesus/The Truth, and they do it EVERYWHERE, it’s in front of our faces all over. One example
is by using the color of yellow to mock the TRUE CHRIST. The beast system and its minions are all false
prophets, imposters, murderers, etc. They invert everything, master magicians.
The GOD number is 7 for a reason. You need THIRTEEN/13 numbers to be able to have GOD/7 reside in
the middle(Pineal Position), with SEVEN to the LEFT and SEVEN to the RIGHT = 777, Jackpot, 13th
Warrior. If your EYE be SINGLE your WHOLE BODY will FILL with LIGHT. In seeing with both eyes open,
it’s like BLURRED VISION or seeing stars after you’ve been beaten over the head. Whereas, you close
the LEFT EYE/7 and close the RIGHT EYE/7, and the MIDDLE “THIRD” EYE/7 remains open.
The Hebrew Year for 2016 is 5776, and 5776 = 7/reflective/mirror of the TRUE god, 2016 is also a 7 (16)
The Hebrew Year 50 years ago was 5726 (= 2/duality serpent seed)
Aug. 6th 2016 in the Mayan Calendar = 2, Dualtiy Seed (Serpent Seed/S.S.)
(7 x 2 = 14, 1 + 4 = 5)
Taking place this year on AUGUST 6th, 2016 (2nd of Av, 5776 Hebrew/2 and 7 = “their” false duality
god) is Westland’s 50th Anniversary Celebration with their His/Hiss-Stories biggest FIREWORKS display.
The celebration lasts TWO dates, August FIFTH and SIXTH. (WESTLAND logo has FIVE and SIX light rays).
The TWO dates and the 5 & 6 both can also represent an ELEVEN or the TWIN TOWERS/opening of a
PORTAL or DOORWAY, for example.

Aug. 6th 2016 = 5 (August is the 8th month [8+6=14=FIVE], however July(Julius Caesar) and
August(Augustus Caesar) added those months into the calendar. So If we slide rule to the 8th month
actually being OCT-ober (OCT means 8) and slide October back over the 12 month calendar it equals a
date that looks like 10-6-2016 (16/16 or 7/7 or 5/5 or S/S [SERPENT SEED/FALSE GOD])
16 + 16 = 32, 3 + 2 = FIVE
7 + 7 = 14 = FIVE
Taken from Wikipedia, On August 6th 1966 (50 years ago):
Luci Baines Johnson, daughter of U.S. President Lyndon Johnson, was married to Patrick J. Nugent
in the most important social event of the year in Washington, D.C., with a ceremony at
the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception and a post-wedding reception at the White House.
The ceremonies were televised live on all three American networks

Now, notice in the background within the WESTLAND CITY SEAL is a RISING SUN. This image Westland
uses has 6 light blue rays and 5 thinner darker blue rays. 5 + 6 = 11 (door/portal/gateway/CERN/Twin
Towers/Spirit/Gemini/Twins/letter K/Coptic Key/S.S./Serpent Seed/Dualtiy, etc.)
5 representing physical matter/phi and 6 representing Set/sex/Hex/Saturn N. Pole Hexagon Frequency.
11 represents that false spirit. Again, the False Duality God, the fallen one, etc.
Also, SIX is like the CAUSE and FIVE is like the EFFECT in a sense.
Rising Sun/AntiChrist/War/Murder/Fascism/Communism/Legal Death Cult. (Obama’s Logo uses the
Rising Sun as well)
Also, 6 x 5 = 30. There’s a lot to do with the number 30. But one thing is the 3/Triple Crown Anti
Christ/Creation/Trinity.
The 3 also means ACTION (act-ion = acting out in a play via photons/ions/life source energy being
sucked into physical matrix). Actions are related to INTENT, and Intent is represented by PHALLIC
symbols, penis symbols, obelisks, left brain, ego, etc. And note that the W/Anchor looks like a 3 on its
BACK (your true Christ intentions layed to rest under the legal name death cult religion false flag reality).
There’s the 33 Masonic/Satanic/Luciferian/etc. The 33 is highly significant. The 33 Spinal Vertebra
Kundalini SERPENT SEED that fails to acknowledge the TRUTH/PRIME CREATOR (the SEVEN parts of the
human brain)
*(33 vertebra plus 7 brain parts = 40, Jesus died on the cross at age 40. The devil takes GOD /SEVEN out)
So the 5 x 6 = 30 which is 3. And the W/Ankh-Whore(wankers) on its back being the other 3 gets us 33
which is SIX which is sex which is Hex which is Saturn which is Satan, etc.
On Aug. 6th 2016, the fireworks display had interesting symbols displayed, as well as colors. Mostly Red
and Purple (Mars and Saturn). One firework was a dollar sign on its side (Sin
Wave/Time/Saturn/Serpents wrapped around the Pole/Hyaloid Canal). Another firework was an upside
down heart. Also, behind everybody watching, positioned in the sky is Mars and Saturn are conjunct in
Scorpio, and there’s a new baby crescent moon being born in Virgo and it appears blood red.

http://english.anti-risingsunflag.net/

I’m not spelling out every single thing as that is too ridiculous at this point. We have the internet so we
are able to do our own research at the click of a button/butt-on/duality heart. All Ancient Symbolism
that was used to teach real TRUTH has been hijacked and mirrored. Everything has been
bastardized/basted-turd-eyes’ed and inverted. All ancient symbols that taught truth have been stolen
and turned against us. See both sides and it all makes sense.
There’s an ANCHOR in the shape of the letter W (double-YOU) (W = 23) 23 chromosomes, 5, Phi, etc.
The W represents the physical world in so many ways. Ankh-Whore/Egyptian Whores of Babylon.
The TRUE way of seeing FIVE = PHIVE = PHI (sacred geometric creation) VE (truth)
Their version is more like – PHI-V(5/golden age of aquarius/Saturn)-e/6
Anchor - An (Heart) Cur (Curse) – or - On (false prophet) Cor/Core(Heart)
3 pillars. Unholy Trinity (DC/Vatican/Rome – Crown Corpse)
The W is a HEX… It’s also the opposite, but in this legal realm of deception and in the manner it’s being
represented and manipulated and used, it’s the HEX. In the literal physical.
Upside down W is an M, M is the 13th letter. Christ Consciousness, Opheucus, 13, Jesus and 12 disciples,
etc., the list goes on. The ANCHOR is symbolizing the slave US Citizens being anchored down, locked in
time, locked into slavery and bondage. They want to FEED on you like a sacrificed lamb. They want your
energy, they want to vampire that energy. The legal name is the double hook/wolf hook. The false
reality is the double hook. The bullshit narrative is the double hook. Fortunately, VAMPIRES can only
enter your house/heart if YOU let them in. SO DON’T LET THEM IN!

The W Anchor (wanker) , when flipped upside down, resembles the Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyph for
“BIRTH”. LEGAL REALM = The birth of Anti Christ creations.
“you do not say birth day. Instead, you say, "born of" and here is where the symbol becomes quite
strange because it appears to rest upon an ancient custom lost to time and realized again
anthropologically by noticing remote tribes unaffiliated in any way with Egyptian writing whose
custom it is for women to place fox skins over the hut openings during birthing. Nobody knows why.
Insects? Spooks? Spirits? Filter? Nobody could make sense of the symbol of three fox skins tied
together but they know it is fox skins and they know it means "birth" and they know it sounds like
"mes" but they do not know why three fox skins. Until just recently.”

Birth = Mes = MESS (yup, these legal name demons got it right, birth certificate registration of a dead
baby to the dead whore of Babylon is a “MES-S”.
FOX (FOX News/Noose) when taken numerically is 666 (F = 6, O = 15, X = 24), fox tails are 3 SETS of 666.
SET is another name for an old Egyptian god of storms, desert, chaos and war/SATAN. Foxes, Wolves,
Dogs, Jackals, BEASTS (Moon Worshippers)

Aleister Crowley and the SIRIANS = Sirius Dog Star Worship/Luciferian/Illuminati/MK ULTRA Mind
Control
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/cienciareal/cienciareal28.htm

“In The Montauk Project, it was the Sirians who provided the Montauk chair used for the time
experiments. It was a Mr. X who had approached me and told me that he had been involved in
negotiations to obtain the chair. This man also told me of Crowley's ability to manipulate time and was
the first to suggest that the Philadelphia Experiment and Montauk Project were both resulting effects of
Crowley's magick.
All of this is very ironic when one looks yet deeper into Crowley's secret connections. Crowley was not
only involved in the OTO but was also a member of an arcane secret society known as
the A:.A:. (Argenteum Astrum) or theOrder of the Silver Star. The "silver star" referred to
is Sirius itself, the most prominent in the heavens and positioned as the chief star in the ancient
constellation "Phoenix". The ancient Assyrians and Phoenicians both derive their name from
this legacy.
Crowley identified the Order of the Silver Star as the Illuminati itself. As he was considered to be the
head of the Illuminati, the correspondences continue to run even deeper. The heart of his magical
current was inspired from Sirius and there was much tradition to back this up. In occult tradition, Sirius is
the Hidden God or "the sun behind the sun". As the moon reflects the sun, so does the sun reflect Sirius.
This concept was expressed in The Book of the Law when Crowley wrote "The Khabs is in the Khu, not
the Khu is in the Khabs." The word Khab means star while Khu refers to light. What is being taught here
is that collective "wisdom" often assumes that the stars emanate light. The truth of the matter is that the
stars are in the light and are merely reflecting it. It was in this sense that Crowley and the ancients who
worshipped Sirius were worshipping the light of creation. Sirius was the brightest star, therefore it
reflected the most light and was the most powerful.
According to the ancient Egyptians, there was a special occult link between Sirius and the Earth
when they were at their closest distance. In other words, more universal light was being reflected
from Sirius than at any other time of the year. This link was found to be most powerful during
the Dog Days of August (Sirius is known as the Dog Star) which run from July 23 rd to August
23rd. Some consider them to peak out as late as September 8th.”

Sirisu is the CHIEF STAR in the constellation PHOENIX (the eagle atop the WESTLAND W). Also, the
WESTLAND emblem and anchor is SILVER (although for the 50 year anniversary it is GOLD).
July 23 thru August 23 (23 = FIVE), Two 5’s = S.S. (Serpent Seed/88/etc.)
The Date, SEPTEMBER 8th lines up with JULY and AUGUST. July is month # 7 (Sept = 7, and August is
month # 8, 8 = Oct – So we have a 7 and 8, September 8th.)
Julius and Augustus Caesar (added July and August into the calendar)
2 false legal name criminals added 2 false months/MOONths into the false Gregorian (G-reg.-Aryian)
calendar. A.D./After Death/Anno Domini/Anal Domination/After Death via Legal Name Birth
Registration living as a walking zombie, LEGALLY DEAD, LITERALLY.

The 2 dates of 23 = 2 SETS of 23 Chromosomes in the human body, representing their FALSE GODS
resurrection/Frankenstein/legal nameI.D. entity Styx puppet people.
Ordo Ab Chao – Order out of Chaos – The NEW WORLD ORDER mantra
Apep = Serpent god of Chaos
As Apep was thought to live in the underworld, he was sometimes thought of as an Eater of Souls.

So the WESTLAND CYMBAL/Symbol/Cy-Ba’al/S.I.M.-Ball is again, loaded with Babylonian, Racist,
Oppressive, fascist, Nazi, evil, malevolent, luciferian, Egyptian, slave ruling, UnNatural, etc. symbolism.

This represents the Nazi “SS” or SERPENT SEED. Notice it looks like 2 lightning bolts or 2
one’s/11/Gemini/Spirit/Twins/Twin Towers/911/9-11. It also looks like two 7’s(FIVE)
Also, the lightning bolt in Ancient times was represented to mean the number
EIGHT/8/Infinite/88/Jesus/The W/double you/the non decaying spin of the electron/rodin coil math
shows and proves/phi/Fibonacci/etc.
Nazi symbolism, the Wolf’s Anchor. We all know what the Wolf represents. By the way, It’s “ the LION
lays with the LAMB”, not the damned wolf.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wolfsangel\

The WOLF’S ANGEL/Wolf-S Angle of false light) Sirius Dog Star and Luciferian Moon-Eye Worship
The Wolfsangel (German pronunciation: [ˈvɔlfsˌʔaŋəl]) is a German heraldic charge inspired by an
actual historic wolf trap consisting of two metal parts and a connecting chain. The top part of the
trap, which resembled a crescent moon with a ring inside, used to be fastened between
branches of a tree in the forest while the bottom part, on which meat scraps used to be hung,
was a hook meant to be swallowed by a wolf. The simplified design based on the iron "wolf-hook"
was often heavily stylized to no longer resemble a baited hook hung from a tree or an entire wolf
trap. Other names included Wolfsanker ("wolf-anchor") or Wolfsjagd as well
as hameçon or hameçon de loup, a half-moon shape with a ring, or as cramp or crampon in
English with a ring at the center, sometimes also called Doppelhaken ("double-hook"), or
acrampon with a transversal stroke. All of these symbols are still found in a number of municipal
coats of arms in Germany. The crampon is also found as a mason's mark in medieval
stonework.[1][2]
HAMECON = HAM and CAIN consciousness combined – or – (Ham-Icon)
Ham(pork/pok/Pokemon/pig/goy/goyim/Biblical HAM/legal namer/dead by consent person using
legal fiction/dead paper doll/meat puppet/etc.)
Con = CAIN/murderer/legal name death cult worshipper/ruled by the physical and

emotional, the P.E., the Phys. Ed/I.D., the fizzy ID-entity

kän/
informal
verb
1. 1.
persuade (someone) to do or believe something, typically by use of a deception.
"I conned him into giving me your home number"
noun
1. 1.
an instance of deceiving or tricking someone.
"when depositors, realizing that the whole thing is a con, demand repayment"

De Loup = Of LOOP/looped in time. Snake eating its tail.
Crampon = Cramped Heart (On) – they make it hard for us to be in touch with our true heart nature,
cramping it down with legal name illustions/I LUST False light IONS. Mason’s Mark in Stone Work.
In early times, believed to possess magical powers, the wolf’s anchor became a symbol of liberty
and independence after its adoption as an emblem of a peasant revolt in the 15th century
against the oppression of the German princes and their mercenaries.

The Wolfsangel was an initial symbol of the Nazi Party.[4] In World War II the sign and its elements
were used by various Nazi German storm divisions such as the Waffen-SS Division Das Reich and
the Waffen-SS Division Landstorm Nederland.[4] In pre-war Germany, Wolfsangel was partly inspired
by the immense popularity of Hermann Löns's 1910 novel Der Wehrwolf during the 1930s, where the
protagonist, a resistance fighter during the Thirty Years' War, adopted the magic symbol as his
personal badge. The symbol itself bears a visual resemblance to the Eihwaz rune, historically part of
the runic alphabet.[4]

30 YEARS’ WAR/ THE 30’S/ 3/W/W’S/WWW.COM/666
The last symbol to point out on here is the Eagle/Phoenix/Phenex (one of the 72 demons of the
Goetia). Notice the eagle/bird is in the stance of a CROSS atop the ANKH/Anchor (Christ Crucified/the
reptilian figure on the cross under the Vatican/the Eagle with it’s wings hovering over both sides, ruling
by way of Duality deceptions and force).
Fasce/Fascist/Feces/Faces/FaceBook/FaSceBook/Legal Name Fraud.
Another connection with the number FIVE is the eagle at the top of the WESTLAND symbol also
represents a phoenix and the bird is believed to live for 500 years at a TIME (50th Anniversary). The
Eagle also represents a BIRD which represents the AIR. AIR is ruled by SATURN/SATAN. Phoenix Star
Constellation contains SIRIUS as its chief star.
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/symbology/2o5.htm
The Phoenix Bird is an ancient occult symbol:
The Phoenix Bird is one of the oldest occult symbols in the world, having been invented in
the Egyptian Satanic Mysteries. Occultists believe that only one of these magnificent
birds lives at any one time, and lives to be about 500 years old. Then, it self-immolates
and its body is reduced to ashes; however, a new Phoenix Bird immediately arises out of
these ashes, to live another 500 years. [Manly P. Hall, The Phoenix: An Illustrated
Review of Occultism and Philosophy, as quoted by Dr. Burns, Masonic and Occult
Symbols Illustrated, p. 121]
The Phoenix Bird is a symbol of Lucifer:
The Phoenix ... is believed to be a divine bird going back to Egypt ... This Phoenix destroys
itself in flames and then rises from the ashes. Most occultists believe that the Phoenix is a
symbol of Lucifer who was cast down in flames and who they think will one day rise
triumphant. This, of course, also relates to the rising of Hiram Abiff, the Masonic 'christ'."
[Bill Schnoebelen, quoted by Dr. C. Burns, "Masonic and Occult Symbols Illustrated",
p. 123]

Phenex from the 72 Demons of Goetia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phenex
In demonology, Phenex is a Great Marquis of Hell and has twenty legions of demons under his
command. He teaches all wonderful sciences, is an excellent poet, and is very obedient to
theconjuror. Phenex hopes to return to Heaven after 1,200 years, but he is deceived in this hope.
He is depicted as a phoenix, which sings sweet notes with the voice of a child, but the conjurer must
warn his companions (for he has not to be alone) not to hear them and ask him to put in human
shape, which the demon supposedly does after a certain amount of time.
Johann Wier's Pseudomonarchia Daemonum describes this spirit as follows:
"Phoenix is a great marquesse, appearing like the bird Phoenix, having a child's voice: but before he
standeth still before the conjuror, he singeth manie sweet notes. Then the exorcist with his
companions must beware he give no eare to the melodie, but must by and by bid him put on
humane shape; then will he speake marvellouslie of all wonderfull sciences. He is an excellent poet,
and obedient, he hopeth to returne to the seventh throne after a thousand two hundredth yeares,
and governeth twentie legions."
Other spellings: Pheynix, Phoenix, Phoeniex.

The Phenex or Eagle in the WESTLAND logo is rested on the anchor with it’s wings spread, already risen
from the ash as depicted with the rising sun being there. With the US Citizens trapped in the RING,
trapped by the BAND/bands of Orion/Bands of Pisces, resting on their laurels with the 666 at the
bottom keeping them from ruling over their emotions and egos etc.. It’s all there.
One more thing to point out is the middle pillar of the Wanchor. It looks just like the Egyptian
“DJED”. The Raising of the Djed/Dead, to raise the dead (to take care of and raise/stabilize the masses as
DEAD/DJED LEGAL NAME ZOMBIES)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Djed
The djed (/dʒɛd/ in English) symbol is one of the more ancient and commonly found symbols
in Egyptian mythology. It is a pillar-like symbol in hieroglyphics representing stability. It is
associated with the Creator god Ptah and Osiris, the Egyptian god of the afterlife, the
underworld, and the dead. It is commonly understood to represent hiss spine.
The djed came to be associated with Seker, the falcon god of the Memphite necropolis, then
with Ptah, the Memphite patron god of craftsmen.[6] Ptah was often referred to as "the noble djed",
and carried a scepter that was a combination of the djed symbol and the ankh, the symbol of
life.[2] Ptah gradually came to be assimilated into Osiris. By the time of theNew Kingdom,
the djed was firmly associated with Osiris.[2]

We could even decode the stupid mayors dead legal name too.
Mayor WILLIAM R WILD. WW DOUBLE-HEX. Honeycomb Matrix/Saturn’s North Pole/Star of
David/Merkaba/Physical Matter/Reptile Scales/Hexagons
WRW = WLW = Willow = Will Low = His WILL is LOW, he will WALLOW in his own legal name death
trap/creature comfort false reality. He’s been told the TRUTH too. His Secret-Aries have been told too.
William = Bill, BILL = The all seeing eye evil character on the cartoon series GRAVITY FALLS
http://gravityfalls.wikia.com/wiki/Bill_Cipher
. Among his targets were Natives who lived in what would become a town called Gravity Falls,
Oregon. The people discovered that Bill was too dangerous and found a way to temporarily defeat
him using a zodiac with ten symbols. The people left behind a painting of their encounter with the
demon, including how to summon him, and more importantly, a warning never to read it.
Bill and the symbol he's based on, the Eye of Providence, appear frequently in Gravity Falls. He was
the unseen creator of the cryptograms in the online game Rumble's Revenge. His name and
existence is deduced by taking all the capital letters in the cryptograms from Rumble's Revenge, to
form the message: "MY NAME IS BILL.

Bill/Bile/Ba’al/Ball/Bull/Bell/Bi-Ell/Bowel/Bow to Ell/Bowl/B-Owl/BO-Wool/Creep old Uncle Willy
He’s WILLED to whatever his Luciferian Masters tell him to do. He’s SOLD his SOUL, and SOULED his
SOL/SOLE. He’s part of the NAZI S.S. LEGAL NAME DEATH CULT, guilty by ASS-Soc.Sec.#- Ash-UN.
William R. WILD (willed)
William/Bill R/are Willed/, willed to “do what thou wilt”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thelema
Thelema (/θəˈliːmə/) is a religion based on a philosophical law of the same name, adopted as a
central tenet by some religious organizations. The law of Thelema is "Do what thou wilt shall be the
whole of the Law. Love is the law, love under will." The law of Thelema was developed in the early
1900s by Aleister Crowley, an English writer and ceremonial magician.[2] He believed himself to be
the prophet of a new age, the Æon of Horus, based upon a spiritual experience that he and his wife,
Rose Edith, had in Egypt in 1904.[3] By his account, a possibly non-corporeal or "praeterhuman"
being that called itself Aiwass contacted him and dictated a text known as The Book of the
Law or Liber AL vel Legis, which outlined the principles of Thelema.[4]An adherent of Thelema is
a Thelemite.

The Thelemic pantheon includes a number of deities, primarily a trio adapted from ancient Egyptian
religion, who are the three speakers of The Book of the Law: Nuit, Hadit and Ra-Hoor-Khuit. Crowley
described these deities as a "literary convenience".[5] The religion is founded upon the idea that the
20th century marked the beginning of the Aeon of Horus, in which a new ethical code would be
followed; "Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law". This statement indicates that adherents,
who are known as Thelemites, should seek out and follow their own true path in life, known as
their True Will.[6] The philosophy also emphasizes the ritual practice of Magick.
The word thelema is the English transliteration of the Koine Greek noun θέλημα (pronounced [θélima])
"will", from the verb θέλω "to will, wish, want or purpose." As Crowley developed the religion, he
wrote widely on the topic, as well as producing more 'inspired' writing that he collectively termed The
Holy Books of Thelema. He also included ideas from occultism, yoga and
both Eastern and Western mysticism, especially the Qabalah.[7]

Historical precedents[edit]
The word θέλημα (thelema) is rare in classical Greek, where it "signifies the appetitive will: desire,
sometimes even sexual",[8] but it is frequent in theSeptuagint.[8] Early Christian writings occasionally
use the word to refer to the human will,[9] and even the will of God's opponent, the Devil,[10] but it
usually refers to the will of God.[11] One well-known example is in the "Lord's Prayer" (Matthew 6:10),
“Thy kingdom come. Thy will (Θελημα) be done, On earth as it is in heaven.” It is used later in the
same gospel (26:42), "He went away again a second time and prayed, saying, "My Father, if this
cannot pass away unless I drink it, Thy will be done." In his 5th-century Sermon on 1 John 4:412, Augustine of Hippo gave a similar instruction:[12] "Love, and what thou wilt, do." (Dilige et
quod vis fac).[13]
In the Renaissance, a character named "Thelemia" represents will or desire in the Hypnerotomachia
Poliphili of the Dominican monk Francesco Colonna. The protagonist Poliphilo has two allegorical
guides, Logistica (reason) and Thelemia (will or desire). When forced to choose, he chooses
fulfillment of his sexual will over logic.[14] Colonna's work was a great influence on
the Franciscan monk François Rabelais, who in the 16th century, used Thélème, the French form of
the word, as the name of a fictional abbey in his novels, Gargantua and Pantagruel.[15] The only rule
of this Abbey was "fay çe que vouldras" ("Fais ce que tu veux", or, "Do what thou wilt"). In the mid18th century, Sir Francis Dashwood inscribed the adage on a doorway of his abbey
at Medmenham,[16] where it served as the motto of the Hellfire Club.[16] Rabelais' Abbey of Thelema
has been referred to by later writers Sir Walter Besant and James Rice, in their novel The Monks of
Thelema (1878), and C. R. Ashbee in his utopian romance The Building of Thelema (1910).

I could go on for eternity about just this symbolism alone. But, lucky for ME, the devil’s in the De’Tails
and I’ve seen enough just in this little short ex-curse-ion.
Expose the TRUTH.
See you on the other CIDE. Through the Hyaloid ABBA, lose the name, Narrow Gate

P.S. The HYALOID-CENTRIC EARTH EYE MODEL:
If you overlay the anatomy of the eye atop the Westland/WASTED LAND Logo, it shows how they are
MOCKING the PRIME CREATOR/GOD/TRUTH. The middle pillar of the W is the hyaloid canal going up
from the lens to the bird/cross where the two eye pathways go into the optic nerve and CROSS at the
pineal position/JESUS/JeSuis-(Ye-I AM). The rays in the background express the rods/serpents/energy.
The core of the sun is the iris/lens earth. The seal around the image is the layers of the eye (sclera, 4
choroid layers, retinal wall). We see the 666 at the bottom representing the bottom of the
eye/earth/physical realm/Saturn/satan/honeycomb hexagon matrix.
Desolate Cain Fields of Debauchery and Wickedness in just one example of one little city on this
papered over Prison Planet.
WEST-LAND = CAIN-FiELDS (Cain = left brain, Field = frequency)
(MARS = a civilization engulfed in a low vibrational frequency/Red wave lengths/red planet/deserted
Cain fields devoid of life/legal name humanity walking around like they’re alive when infact, they’re
LEGALLY DEAD)
Wayne County = This Shetty/City/Shitty definitely isn’t WAXING, it’s WANING/fading/falling for sure,
Babylon is Fallen.
Field = Phi-Ell’d (defiled) de-filed (of filed, to be filed in His-Story as a legal name dead fiction character)
Here’s some links to some RECORDED/Re-Core-Dead PHONE CALLS that someone made, exposing the
LEGAL NAME FRAUD that’s been perpetrated onto humanity via deception, coercion, force,
manipulation, etc. There are many others who have phone calls and youtube videos showing the calling
out of the FRAUD.
http://legalnamefraud.exposed/calls-to-vital-records/
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=legal+name+fraud
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FALSE LIGHT/DEMON REALM
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SIGNATURE = SICK NATURE
or SIGIL NATURE. BORN INTO
SIN VIA BIRTH CERT LEGAL
NAME. SIN WAVE/TIME.
SIGN NATURE. THE HEX at
the bottom/HELL PIT of this
Image of DEATH

